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Objective: Loop based optimization

Polyhedral Optimization: Introduction

for(i=2; i<N; i++){

for(j=2; j<N; j++){

A[i][j] = A[i-1][j]+A[i][j-1];

}

}

Initial Code

for(i=2; i<N; i++){

#pragma omp parallel for
for(j=i; j<i+N-2){

B[i][j]=B[i-1][j-1]+B[i][j-1];

}

}

Final Code

Initial Code Final Code

for(i=0; i<N; i++){

for(j=0; j<M; j++){

A[j][i] = 0;

}

}

Initial Code
#pragma omp parallel for
for(j=0; j<M; j++){

for(i=0; i<N; i++){

A[j][i] = 0;

}

}

Final Code

Skewing

Fusion/DistributionInterchange

for(i=0; i<N; i++){

for(j=0; j<N; j++){

A[i][j]= A[i+1][j];

B[i][j]=0;

}

}

for(i=0; i<N; i++)

#pragma omp parallel for
for(j=0; j<N; j++)

A[i][j]= A[i+1][j];

#pragma omp parallel for
for(i=0; i<N; i++)

for(j=0; j<N; j++)

B[i][j]=0;

Schedule Θ = 𝑖 𝑗 Schedule Θ = 𝑗 𝑖

Schedule Θ = 𝑖 𝑖 + 𝑗 − 2Schedule Θ = 𝑖 𝑗

Θ(S0) = 𝑖 𝑗 0

Θ(S1) = 𝑖 𝑗 1

Θ(S0) = 0 𝑖 𝑗

Θ(S1) = 1 𝑖 𝑗

And much more…

Schedule

Schedule
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Algebraic 
Abstraction

1.  Algebraic Abstraction: from for loop based kernels, we extract the semantically important information

Polyhedral Optimization: Automatic Optimization Pipeline

Polyhedral 
Scheduler

Code
Generation

Input Code

for(i=0; i<10; i++){

for(j=0; j<20; j++){

A[j][i] = 0;

}

} 1 0 0
−1 0 9
0 1 0
0 −1 19

⋅

𝑖
𝑗
1

≥ 0

Domain

Initial Schedule
Θ = 𝑖 𝑗

Dependencies

∅

Output Schedule

Θ = 𝑗// 𝑖//

Final Code

#pragma omp parallel for

A[j][i] = 0;

}

}

2.  Polyhedral Scheduler: automatically finds a scheduling transformation (complete order of the iterations)

3.  Code generation: generating the code corresponding to the scheduling transformation

for(j=0; j<20; j++){

for(i=0; i<10; i++){
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ILP



Objective: finding an optimal (execution time) scheduling function

Polyhedral Scheduler: Scheduling Space

for(i=0; i<N; i++){

for(j=0; j<N; j++){

A[j][i] = 0; //S

}

}

Example:

Schedule: Θ(S) = 𝑖 𝑗

φ0(S)= 1 0 0 0 ⋅

𝑖
𝑗
𝑁
1

T0(S)

φ0 (S) φ1(S)

𝜑1(S)= 0 1 0 0 ⋅

𝑖
𝑗
𝑁
1
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T1(S)

Θ(S) = [φ0 (S) … φ𝑘 (S) ] φ𝑖 (S) = Ti(S) ⋅
𝑖𝑡𝑆

𝑁
1

Scheduling function for the statement S:

where

The scheduler looks for the 

optimal Ti(S) vector

It builds 1 ILP (Integer Linear 
Programming) problem for 
each scheduling dimension 

[𝑇𝑖 (S0) … T𝑖 (SM) ]



Legality Constraints: allows only transformations preserving the semantics

Polyhedral Scheduler: Constraints
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Legality:

For each data-dependency

𝝋𝒊(R) - 𝝋𝒊(S) >= 0 Ti(R) ⋅
𝑖𝑡𝑅

𝑁
1

- Ti(S) ⋅
𝑖𝑡𝑆

𝑁
1

>= 0 Not Affine!!

We apply Farkas Lemma + Fourier Motzkin Elimination to obtain constraints only on the [Ti(R) Ti(S)] space



ParameTrick: Idea
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Input Code

for(i=0; i<=537; i++){

c[i] = b; //S

for(j=0; j<537; j++){

d[i][j] = c[i]; //R

}

}

Original Domains Original Dependency Legality Constraint

ParameTrick

Legality Constraint

Substitute big coefficients with parametric constants

Let’s substitute 537 by N:

Objective: simplifying constraints’ numerical complexity 

Simplified Dependency



ParameTrick: Idea
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Not convinced?

for(i=0;i<3200;i++)

for(j=0;j<3600;j++){

tmp[i][j] = 0;

for(k=0;k<4400;++k)

tmp[i][j] += alpha*A[i][k]*B[k][j]; //S

}

for(i=0;i<3200;i++)

for(j=0;j<4800;j++) {

D[i][j] *= beta;               

for(k=0;k<3600;++k)

D[i][j] += tmp[i][k]*C[k][j];        //R

}

2mm
Legality(depS->R)

Legality(depS->R)

Original

After ParameTrick

N1=4800

N2=4400

N3=3600

N4=3200



Results: PolyBench (using PolyTOPS scheduler)
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We also compared the Execution time of the final scheduling transformation:

• Speedup = 1 means that the same transformation was found

We compared Compilation time between 2 variants of ParameTrick:

• p-trick: Using ParameTrick + Positivity Constraints (N > 0, M > 0)

• p-trick-extra: Using ParameTrick + Relation Constraints (N > 0, M > 0, N > M)

G. Consolaro et al, PolyTOPS: Reconfigurable and Flexible Polyhedral Scheduler, CGO’’24[Accepted]

We used our scheduler PolyTOPS for the experiments, using isl-0.25 as ILP solver

HW Specification: Intel Xeon E5-2683 CPU(x86 64), 2 sockets, 16 cores per socket



Results: PolyBench (using PolyTOPS scheduler)
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Speedups  (GMP? Fourier Motzkin?)

Slowdowns (extra constraints and variables)

Compilation:

Execution:

Identical transformations

Speedups

Slowdowns



Results: PolyBench 
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What happens if we increase the loop bounds? (isl-solver)

The compilation time is completely invariant to the loop 
bound values when using ParameTrick

Without ParameTrick, depending on the case, we can 
notice an important growth in terms of compilation time



Results: MindSpore (using PolyTOPS and FPL solver)
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MindSpore is an AI Framework that implements a polyhedral pipeline (AKG) using PolyTOPS scheduler

We applied ParameTrick to some AI operators from MindSpore

The scheduling transformation found is the same for these cases.
The execution time is identical.



Conclusion and Future Work
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• This simple technique can be used to schedule cases that would be untreatable otherwise

• We showed how ParameTrick can decrease tremendously the compilation time while losing 
only few optimization opportunities in practice

• We indirectly showed that in some cases, Pluto cost function is definitely not enough. What is missing?

• Is there a way to understand if a kernel could benefit (or not) from ParameTrick?

• Further analysis about GMP impact would help explaining the compilation time reduction
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